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Why did the South Secede? Primary Source Handout 

Following the 1860 election of Abraham Lincoln, but before his inauguration, seven southern 
states seceded, arguing the election of the Republican Party by northerners represented an 
existential threat to the South which would only grow worse. As such, the seceding states argued, 
they were left with no choice but to leave the Union, and they explained. 

Below are excerpts from 5 documents in chronological order: 

• The Republican Party Platform of 1860
• Secession declarations by Mississippi and Georgia, January 1861
• President Lincoln’s First Inaugural Address, March 4, 1861
• Confederate Vice President Alexander Stephens’s “Cornerstone Speech”, March 21,

1861

As you read these documents, use the handout to answer these questions 

• What were the Southern states afraid would be changed?
• What did the Abraham Lincoln and the Republican Party say they were going to change?
• Which of those fears seemed justified? (That is to say, did Southerners have reason to be

afraid those changes would happen?)
• What goals did the Southern states hope to achieve by seceding?

Republican Party Platform of 1860 

Resolved…  

2. That the maintenance of the principles promulgated in the Declaration of Independence and
embodied in the Federal Constitution, "That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed," is essential to the preservation of our Republican
institutions; and that the Federal Constitution, the Rights of the States, and the Union of the
States must and shall be preserved.

3.. ….and we denounce those threats of disunion, in case of a popular overthrow of their 
ascendency as denying the vital principles of a free government, and as an avowal of 
contemplated treason, which it is the imperative duty of an indignant people sternly to rebuke 
and forever silence.  

4. That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the states, and especially the right of each state
to order and control its own domestic institutions according to its own judgment exclusively, is
essential to that balance of powers on which the perfection and endurance of our political fabric
depends; and we denounce the lawless invasion by armed force of the soil of any state or
territory, no matter under what pretext, as among the gravest of crimes.
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7. That the new dogma that the Constitution, of its own force, carries slavery into any or all of 
the territories of the United States, is a dangerous political heresy, at variance with the explicit 
provisions of that instrument itself, with contemporaneous exposition, and with legislative and 
judicial precedent; is revolutionary in its tendency, and subversive of the peace and harmony of 
the country.  

8. That the normal condition of all the territory of the United States is that of freedom: That, as 
our Republican fathers, when they had abolished slavery in all our national territory, ordained 
that "no persons should be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law," it 
becomes our duty, by legislation, whenever such legislation is necessary, to maintain this 
provision of the Constitution against all attempts to violate it; and we deny the authority of 
Congress, of a territorial legislature, or of any individuals, to give legal existence to slavery in 
any territory of the United States. … 

10. That in the recent vetoes, by their Federal Governors, of the acts of the legislatures of Kansas 
and Nebraska, prohibiting slavery in those territories, we find a practical illustration of the 
boasted Democratic principle of Non-Intervention and Popular Sovereignty, embodied in the 
Kansas-Nebraska Bill, and a demonstration of the deception and fraud involved therein.  

 

A Declaration of the Immediate Causes which Induce and Justify the Secession of the State of 
Mississippi from the Federal Union.  (January 9, 1861) 

In the momentous step which our State has taken of dissolving its connection with the 
government of which we so long formed a part, it is but just that we should declare the 
prominent reasons which have induced our course. 

Our position is thoroughly identified with the institution of slavery-- the greatest material interest 
of the world. Its labor supplies the product which constitutes by far the largest and most 
important portions of commerce of the earth. These products are peculiar to the climate verging 
on the tropical regions, and by an imperious law of nature, none but the black race can bear 
exposure to the tropical sun. These products have become necessities of the world, and a blow at 
slavery is a blow at commerce and civilization. That blow has been long aimed at the institution, 
and was at the point of reaching its consummation. There was no choice left us but submission to 
the mandates of abolition, or a dissolution of the Union, whose principles had been subverted to 
work out our ruin. That we do not overstate the dangers to our institution, a reference to a few 
facts will sufficiently prove. 

The hostility to this institution commenced before the adoption of the Constitution, and was 
manifested in the well-known Ordinance of 1787, in regard to the Northwestern Territory…. 

It has grown until it denies the right of property in slaves, and refuses protection to that right on 
the high seas, in the Territories, and wherever the government of the United States had 
jurisdiction. 
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It refuses the admission of new slave States into the Union, and seeks to extinguish it by 
confining it within its present limits, denying the power of expansion. 

It tramples the original equality of the South under foot. 

It has nullified the Fugitive Slave Law in almost every free State in the Union, and has utterly 
broken the compact which our fathers pledged their faith to maintain. 

It advocates negro equality, socially and politically, and promotes insurrection and incendiarism 
in our midst…. 

It has given indubitable evidence of its design to ruin our agriculture, to prostrate our industrial 
pursuits and to destroy our social system. 

It has recently obtained control of the Government, by the prosecution of its unhallowed 
schemes, and destroyed the last expectation of living together in friendship and brotherhood. 

Utter subjugation awaits us in the Union, if we should consent longer to remain in it. It is not a 
matter of choice, but of necessity. We must either submit to degradation, and to the loss of 
property worth four billions of money, or we must secede from the Union framed by our fathers 

 

Georgia Secession, January 29, 1861 

The people of Georgia having dissolved their political connection with the Government of the 
United States of America, present to their confederates and the world the causes which have led 
to the separation. For the last ten years we have had numerous and serious causes of complaint 
against our non-slave-holding confederate States with reference to the subject of African 
slavery. They have endeavored to weaken our security, to disturb our domestic peace and 
tranquility, and persistently refused to comply with their express constitutional obligations to 
us in reference to that property, and by the use of their power in the Federal Government have 
striven to deprive us of an equal enjoyment of the common Territories of the Republic. This 
hostile policy of our confederates has been pursued with every circumstance of aggravation 
which could arouse the passions and excite the hatred of our people, and has placed the two 
sections of the Union for many years past in the condition of virtual civil war. 

A brief history of the rise, progress, and policy of anti-slavery and the political organization into 
whose hands the administration of the Federal Government has been committed will fully justify 
the pronounced verdict of the people of Georgia. The party of Lincoln, called the Republican 
party, under its present name and organization, is of recent origin. It is admitted to be an anti-
slavery party. …. anti-slavery is its mission and its purpose. By anti-slavery it is made a power in 
the state. The question of slavery was the great difficulty in the way of the formation of the 
Constitution. 

While the subordination and the political and social inequality of the African race was fully 
conceded by all, it was plainly apparent that slavery would soon disappear from what are now 
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the non-slave-holding States of the original thirteen. The opposition to slavery was then, as now, 
general in those States and the Constitution was made with direct reference to that fact. But a 
distinct abolition party was not formed in the United States for more than half a century after the 
Government went into operation…. 

The feeling of anti-slavery, which it was well known was very general among the people of the 
North, had been long dormant or passive; it needed only a question to arouse it into aggressive 
activity. This question was before us. We had acquired a large territory by successful war with 
Mexico; Congress had to govern it; how, in relation to slavery, was the question then 
demanding solution. This state of facts gave form and shape to the anti-slavery sentiment 
throughout the North and the conflict began. Northern anti-slavery men of all parties asserted 
the right to exclude slavery from the territory by Congressional legislation and demanded the 
prompt and efficient exercise of this power to that end. This insulting and unconstitutional 
demand was met with great moderation and firmness by the South. 

The Constitution delegated no power to Congress to exclude either party from its free 
enjoyment; therefore our right was good under the Constitution. Our rights were further 
fortified by the practice of the Government from the beginning. Slavery was forbidden in the 
country northwest of the Ohio River by what is called the ordinance of 1787. That ordinance 
was adopted under the old confederation and by the assent of Virginia, who owned and ceded 
the country, and therefore this case must stand on its own special circumstances. 

The party [to] whom the people of the North have committed the Government…. raised their 
standard in 1856 and were barely defeated. They entered the Presidential contest again in 1860 
and succeeded. The prohibition of slavery in the Territories, hostility to it everywhere, the 
equality of the black and white races, disregard of all constitutional guarantees in its favor, were 
boldly proclaimed by its leaders and applauded by its followers. 

With these principles on their banners and these utterances on their lips the majority of the 
people of the North demand that we shall receive them as our rulers. 

The prohibition of slavery in the Territories is the cardinal principle of this organization…. .  

[The Fugitive Slave Act of 1793] depended to a considerable degree upon the local magistrates 
in the several States for its efficiency. The non-slave-holding States generally repealed all laws 
intended to aid the execution of that act, and imposed penalties upon those citizens whose 
loyalty to the Constitution and their oaths might induce them to discharge their duty. Congress 
then passed the act of 1850, providing for the complete execution of this duty by Federal 
officers. This law, which their own bad faith rendered absolutely indispensible for the 
protection of constitutional rights, was instantly met with ferocious revilings and all 
conceivable modes of hostility. 

 In several of our confederate States a citizen cannot travel the highway with his servant who 
may voluntarily accompany him, without being declared by law a felon and being subjected to 
infamous punishments. It is difficult to perceive how we could suffer more by the hostility than 
by the fraternity of such brethren…. 
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Such are the opinions and such are the practices of the Republican party, who have been called 
by their own votes to administer the Federal Government under the Constitution of the United 
States. We know their treachery; we know the shallow pretenses under which they daily 
disregard its plainest obligations. If we submit to them it will be our fault and not theirs…. their 
avowed purpose is to subvert our society and subject us not only to the loss of our property but 
the destruction of ourselves, our wives, and our children, and the desolation of our homes, our 
altars, and our firesides. 

 

First Inaugural Address of Abraham Lincoln, March 4, 1861 

….Apprehension seems to exist among the people of the Southern States that by the accession of 
a Republican Administration their property and their peace and personal security are to be 
endangered. There has never been any reasonable cause for such apprehension. Indeed, the most 
ample evidence to the contrary has all the while existed and been open to their inspection. It is 
found in nearly all the published speeches of him who now addresses you. I do but quote from 
one of those speeches when I declare that--  

I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with the institution of slavery in the States 
where it exists. I believe I have no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do so.  

Those who nominated and elected me did so with full knowledge that I had made this and many 
similar declarations and had never recanted them; and more than this, they placed in the platform 
for my acceptance, and as a law to themselves and to me, the clear and emphatic resolution 
which I now read:  

“Resolved, That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the States, and especially the right of 
each State to order and control its own domestic institutions according to its own judgment 
exclusively, is essential to that balance of power on which the perfection and endurance of our 
political fabric depend; and we denounce the lawless invasion by armed force of the soil of any 
State or Territory, no matter what pretext, as among the gravest of crimes. “ 

I now reiterate these sentiments, and in doing so I only press upon the public attention the most 
conclusive evidence of which the case is susceptible that the property, peace, and security of no 
section are to be in any wise endangered by the now incoming Administration. I add, too, that all 
the protection which, consistently with the Constitution and the laws, can be given will be 
cheerfully given to all the States when lawfully demanded, for whatever cause--as cheerfully to 
one section as to another.  

There is much controversy about the delivering up of fugitives from service or labor. The clause 
I now read is as plainly written in the Constitution as any other of its provisions: No person held 
to service or labor in one State, under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in 
consequence of any law or regulation therein be discharged from such service or labor, but shall 
be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service or labor may be due.  
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It is scarcely questioned that this provision was intended by those who made it for the reclaiming 
of what we call fugitive slaves; and the intention of the lawgiver is the law. All members of 
Congress swear their support to the whole Constitution--to this provision as much as to any 
other. To the proposition, then, that slaves whose cases come within the terms of this clause 
"shall be delivered up" their oaths are unanimous. Now, if they would make the effort in good 
temper, could they not with nearly equal unanimity frame and pass a law by means of which to 
keep good that unanimous oath?  

There is some difference of opinion whether this clause should be enforced by national or by 
State authority, but surely that difference is not a very material one. If the slave is to be 
surrendered, it can be of but little consequence to him or to others by which authority it is done. 
And should anyone in any case be content that his oath shall go unkept on a merely unsubstantial 
controversy as to how it shall be kept?  

Again: In any law upon this subject ought not all the safeguards of liberty known in civilized and 
humane jurisprudence to be introduced, so that a free man be not in any case surrendered as a 
slave? And might it not be well at the same time to provide by law for the enforcement of that 
clause in the Constitution which guarantees that "the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all 
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States"?  

….Shall fugitives from labor be surrendered by national or by State authority? The Constitution 
does not expressly say. May Congress prohibit slavery in the Territories? The Constitution does 
not expressly say. Must Congress protect slavery in the Territories? The Constitution does not 
expressly say. 

… One section of our country believes slavery is right and ought to be extended, while the other 
believes it is wrong and ought not to be extended. This is the only substantial dispute. The 
fugitive- slave clause of the Constitution and the law for the suppression of the foreign slave 
trade are each as well enforced, perhaps, as any law can ever be in a community where the moral 
sense of the people imperfectly supports the law itself. The great body of the people abide by the 
dry legal obligation in both cases, and a few break over in each. This, I think, can not be 
perfectly cured, and it would be worse in both cases after the separation of the sections than 
before. The foreign slave trade, now imperfectly suppressed, would be ultimately revived 
without restriction in one section, while fugitive slaves, now only partially surrendered, would 
not be surrendered at all by the other…. 

I understand a proposed amendment to the Constitution--which amendment, however, I have not 
seen--has passed Congress, to the effect that the Federal Government shall never interfere with 
the domestic institutions of the States, including that of persons held to service. To avoid 
misconstruction of what I have said, I depart from my purpose not to speak of particular 
amendments so far as to say that, holding such a provision to now be implied constitutional law, 
I have no objection to its being made express and irrevocable. [Note: this is a reference to the 
Corwin Amendment, which would have made doubly clear that the federal government had no 
legal authority to interfere with the right of a state to either institute or prohibit slavery within its 
borders, which as Lincoln noted, most Republicans believed was already true.]… 
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… Such of you as are now dissatisfied still have the old Constitution unimpaired, and, on the 
sensitive point, the laws of your own framing under it; while the new Administration will have 
no immediate power, if it would, to change either. If it were admitted that you who are 
dissatisfied hold the right side in the dispute, there still is no single good reason for precipitate 
action. Intelligence, patriotism, Christianity, and a firm reliance on Him who has never yet 
forsaken this favored land are still competent to adjust in the best way all our present difficulty.  

In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, and not in mine, is the momentous issue of 
civil war. The Government will not assail you. You can have no conflict without being 
yourselves the aggressors. You have no oath registered in heaven to destroy the Government, 
while I shall have the most solemn one to "preserve, protect, and defend it."  

I am loath to close. We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion 
may have strained it must not break our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory, 
stretching from every battlefield and patriot grave to every living heart and hearthstone all over 
this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again touched, as surely they will 
be, by the better angels of our nature. 

Alexander H. Stephens, “Corner Stone” Speech , March 21, 1861 

Confederate Vice President Alexander Stephens, a longtime former congressional representative from 
Georgia, delivered this speech in Savannah, Georgia in the months between the secession of the first wave 
of seven southern states and the beginning of the Civil War with the firing on Ft. Sumter.  

….[Our] new constitution has put at rest, forever, all the agitating questions relating to our 
peculiar institution, African slavery as it exists amongst us – the proper status of the negro in 
our form of civilization. This was the immediate cause of the late rupture and present 
revolution. Jefferson in his forecast, had anticipated this, as the “rock upon which the old Union 
would split.” He was right. What was conjecture with him, is now a realized fact. But whether 
he fully comprehended the great truth upon which that rock stood and stands, may be doubted. 
The prevailing ideas entertained by him and most of the leading statesmen at the time of the 
formation of the old constitution, were that the enslavement of the African was in violation of 
the laws of nature; that it was wrong in principle, socially, morally, and politically. It was an 
evil they knew not well how to deal with, but the general opinion of the men of that day was 
that, somehow or other in the order of Providence, the institution would be evanescent and pass 
away. This idea, though not incorporated in the constitution, was the prevailing idea at that 
time. The constitution, it is true, secured every essential guarantee to the institution while it 
should last, and hence no argument can be justly urged against the constitutional guarantees 
thus secured, because of the common sentiment of the day. Those ideas, however, were 
fundamentally wrong. They rested upon the assumption of the equality of races. This was an 
error. It was a sandy foundation, and the government built upon it fell when the “storm came 
and the wind blew.” 

Our new government is founded upon exactly the opposite idea; its foundations are laid, its 
corner-stone rests, upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery 
subordination to the superior race is his natural and normal condition. This, our new 
government, is the first, in the history of the world, based upon this great physical, 
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philosophical, and moral truth. This truth has been slow in the process of its development, like 
all other truths in the various departments of science. It has been so even amongst us. Many 
who hear me, perhaps, can recollect well, that this truth was not generally admitted, even 
within their day. The errors of the past generation still clung to many as late as twenty years 
ago. Those at the North, who still cling to these errors, with a zeal above knowledge, we justly 
denominate fanatics. All fanaticism springs from an aberration of the mind from a defect in 
reasoning. It is a species of insanity. One of the most striking characteristics of insanity, in many 
instances, is forming correct conclusions from fancied or erroneous premises; so with the anti-
slavery fanatics. Their conclusions are right if their premises were. They assume that the negro 
is equal, and hence conclude that he is entitled to equal privileges and rights with the white 
man. If their premises were correct, their conclusions would be logical and just but their 
premise being wrong, their whole argument fails….. 

In the conflict thus far, success has been on our side, complete throughout the length and 
breadth of the Confederate States. It is upon this, as I have stated, our social fabric is firmly 
planted; and I cannot permit myself to doubt the ultimate success of a full recognition of this 
principle throughout the civilized and enlightened world… 

May we not, therefore, look with confidence to the ultimate universal acknowledgment of the 
truths upon which our system rests? It is the first government ever instituted upon the 
principles in strict conformity to nature, and the ordination of Providence, in furnishing the 
materials of human society. Many governments have been founded upon the principle of the 
subordination and serfdom of certain classes of the same race; such were and are in violation of 
the laws of nature. Our system commits no such violation of nature’s laws. With us, all of the 
white race, however high or low, rich or poor, are equal in the eye of the law. Not so with the 
negro. Subordination is his place…. 

Looking to the distant future, and, perhaps, not very far distant either, it is not beyond the 
range of possibility, and even probability, that all the great States of the north-west will 
gravitate this way, as well as Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas, etc. Should they do so, 
our doors are wide enough to receive them, but not until they are ready to assimilate with us in 
principle… 

1860 Republican Party Platform, Lincoln’s First Inaugural Address, Cornerstone Speech, and 
Mississippi declaration found at  Ashbrook Center’s Teaching American History;  Georgia 
Secession at Yale Law School’s Avalon Project 

 


